
If the sidewalks and walkways are impassable
and you have to walk in the street, walk against
traffic and as close to the curb as you can.

Proper gear is a must, but wearing dark “winter”
colors can make it difficult for motorists to see
you. Wear a brightly-colored scarf or hat or
reflective gear, especially if you have to walk in
the street. Don’t forget gloves and footgear with
non-slip soles.

Snow that has accumulated into drifts can muffle
the sounds of approaching motor vehicles. Hats
and scarves that cover your ears can muffle or
even block these sounds. Keep warm, but dress so
that you can hear what’s going on around you.

If you can, shop before the storm hits. If you
must shop, don’t buy more than you can easily
carry. Remember - the sidewalks and streets are
slippery and carrying heavy packages can
impair your balance.

When traveling with babies or small children,
make sure they are dressed in brightly-colored or
reflective clothing.

If you have to push a stroller or walk in the street,
the child should be in front of you and as close to
the curb as possible.

Snow and ice may keep motorists from stopping at
traffic signals or slowing down for pedestrians.
Before you step off of the curb into the street, make
sure that any approaching vehicles have come to a
complete stop.

Bending your knees a little and taking slower steps
can greatly reduce your chances of falling.
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After a snow or ice storm, pedes-
trian traffic increases significantly
while uncleared walkways may
force pedestrians to walk in the
street. This sheet provides safety
tips for your residents to help
prevent pedestrian injuries due to
winter storms. This camera-ready
piece is designed to be easy to
reproduce; it will fit in a #10
(business) or payroll envelope. It
can also be used as a public
service announcement in news-
papers, newletters and
employee publications.

SAFE
WINTER
WALKING
The same snow and ice that creates a winter
wonderland can turn familiar territory into
a hazardous landscape for pedestrians and
motorists. Before you take a step onto that
slippery sidewalk, consider these safety tips.
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